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*Undercover Ostrich* is a fun and playful book with vibrant illustrations. Several “sneaky” animals are featured, but the narrator features the ostrich as the sneakiest of all. The Ostrich is obvious in the illustrations while the text describes the ostrich as camouflaged. In the end the narrator reveals that the purpose of the undercover ostrich is to steal food from squirrels and then we learn the identity of the narrator, an even more sneaky undercover elephant.

This book was reviewed as a fun and unique Mom and Son activity. *Undercover Ostrich* would appeal most to young children in lower grades. It would be enjoyable as a read-aloud for children considering the especially silly illustrations that conflict with the text.

Student Review: Will Foster, 10 Years Old

I would recommend this book to someone because it is a relaxing and fun book that gave me a break from serious books. I think anyone would enjoy this book because it is very humorous. My favorite thing about the book is the silly stuff that the Ostrich does. I also thought that the illustrations were very good.